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%§Cabinet Approves 
'Campus' Party 
IT WAS THAT KIND of game -- one in which you didn't know 
quite what to think. Unfortunately the Falcons lost 75-68 to 
the Miami Redskins -- and in double overtime at that. At one 
point, News photo editor Mike Kuhlin who was apparently en- 
grossed in the game, served as a leaning post for cheerleader 
Darlene McCarthy. Yes, it was that kind of night. (Photo by 
Larry Fullerton) 
Frosh Urge Changes 
In AWS Board Powers 
By ROBERTA LIBB 
Issue Editor 
A group of approximately 50 
freshman women presented a 
proposal to the legislative board 
of the Association of Women 
Students Tuesday, which would, 
in effect, enable women living 
in residence halls to adjust rules 
to meet their individual needs. 
Shelia W'hitker, president of 
McDonald West, said that the 
proposal, if passed, would re- 
distribute powers concerning wo- 
men's regulations, but would still 
maintain unification between res- 
idence halls. 
Miss Whltker had met with 
other freshman dormitory pres- 
idents and worked out the pro- 
posal that "would extend self- 
governing «on a more personal 
basis and would also give flex- 
ibility to the regulations." 
The proposal, written to change 
By-Law No. Ill, reads: 
"AWS is delegated with leg- 
islative powers in the areas of 
officer qualifications, women 
hours  and AWS campus events. 
All remaining legislative 
power MAY be reserved by the 
residence halls to be enacted by 
their houseboards. Matters re- 
lating to a dorm complex are 
to be acted upon by an tnter- 
dorm   houseboard composed of 
the respective houseboards." 
In   both   the   old constitution 
and in the proposed constitution 
(Continued on poge 6) 
By JUDY LAKE 
Issue Editor 
A second political party has 
officially arrived on campus. 
The Campus Interest Party was 
unanimously approved as a stu- 
dent organization by the Student 
Cabinet at its meeting last night. 
Formal approval by the Cab- 
inet allows the organization to 
hold meetings inl University facil- 
ities. 
The first student political 
party, The University Party, was 
created last spring. 
Members of the second student 
party propose, according to the 
application to Student Cabinet, 
to focus on student's interest 
throughout the year. 
Edward Sixt, junior in theCol- 
lege of Business Administration, 
is chairman of the new party, 
with Mr. Charles Chittle, in- 
structor in the economics depart- 
ment, acting as adviser. 
The formation of a second 
party "is an advancement to the 
University," according to Terry 
Sembach, chairman of the Stu- 
dent Organizations Board which 
reviewed the party's application. 
Other business at the Cabinet 
meeting included discussion of 
Charities Week, to be held 
March 1 through March 10. 
An information night will be 
held Feb. 19 in Room 112, Life 
Science Bldg., for representa- 
tives of all housing units. 
Crystal Wilhelm, chairman of 
the Student C harities Board, an- 
nounced a goal of $6500 for this 
year's campaign. All faculty, 
administration, and students will 
be requested to donate. 
Lunar Cease-Fire 
Continues In Vietnam 
By   The   Associated  Press 
* 
The Lunar New Year cease- 
fire in Vietnam entered its sec- 
ond day yesterday with relatively 
few incidents reported. In the 
first 24 hours of the truce, U.S. 
and South Vietnamese military 
commands reported about 30 in- 
cidents. They listed only half 
of these as significant. The rate 
appears much lower than during 
the recent Christmas and 
Western New Year truce periods. 
The low rate of incidents. If 
continued, might be vital in allied 
decisions on whether to extend 
the cease-fire. Such an exten- 
sion, in turn, could help in ef- 
forts to begin negotiations to end 
the war. 
American retaliatory fire has 
killed at least four of the en- 
emy. While U.S. warplanes re- 
mained inactive, a photo recon- 
naissance plane was shot down 
over North Vietnam. 
The R-F-101 is described of- 
ficially as unarmed. It is be- 
lieved to have been hot by ground 
gunners near Dong Hoi, 40 miles 
north of the border. The Pent- 
agon in Washington said such un- 
armed reconnaissance flights 
will continue during the truce. 
The Viet Cong have released 
19 south Vietnamese soldiers 
at a village 125 miles southwest 
of Saigon. The Saigon regime 
last week freed 30 North Viet- 
namese prisoners of war as a 
New Year gesture. 
The Vietnamese people have 
welcomed the "Year of theGoat" 
with millions of firecrackers and 
the firing of some live ammuni- 
tion Into the air. Some river- 
front machine gunner sent a few 
red tracer bullets streaking over 
Saigon. 
In reference to campus elec- 
tions. Seaman requested the El- 
ections Board, headed by William 
West, to evaluate the effective- 
ness of the new voting card 
system and to recommend new 
means for the distribution of vot- 
ing cards next year. 
Seaman also called for an ear- 
lier selection of orientation 
leaders and members for stu- 
dent boards and committees. 
organizations as the World Un- 
iversity Service, theStudent Em- 
ergency Fund, Radio Free 
Europe, and the Perrysburg 
Heights Project. 
Feb. 20 will be the kick-off 
date for interviewing candidates 
for orientation leaders, reported 
Larry Weiss, chairman of the 
Student Orientation Board. 
Applications for orienution 
leaders are now available In the 
Student Activities Office. 
School Budget 
Increase Urged 
By JIM TREEGER 
Issue Editor 
The newly-created Ohio Con- 
federation of State Universities, 
organized to promote efforts to 
solve Ohio's educational prob- 
lems, is still in the process of 
forming a lobby in the state 
legislature to promote passage 
of the proposed budget for the 
state supported schools, accord- 
ing to Tom Liber, student body 
president. 
However, I iber said the 90 
per cent fund increase in sup- 
port of higher education proposed 
recently by the Ohio Board of 
Regents to the CieneralAssembly 
was in no way influenced by 
the Confederation. 
Liber was one of eight student 
body presidents who attended the 
Board of Regents meeting Jan. 
20. The presidents were at this 
meeting to give their report and 
recommendations to the Regents 
in their bid to get more money 
for the state schools. 
The proposed budget, which is 
scheduled to come before the 
legislature Monday, is for$337.9 
million. The 1965-67 spending 
totaled $177.8 million. 
The recommendation is divided 
into three sections: appropria- 
tions for current Institutions of 
higher education, for higher edu- 
cational agencies. and for 
possible new programs. 
Dr. John D. Mlllett, chancellor 
for the board, said a 40 per 
cent Increase in funds was re- 
quired to take care of enroll- 
ment growth in the state system 
of higher education. 
In general, the Board's pro- 
posals are based upon prospec- 
tive enrollment, from 131,500 
full-time equivalent students in 
1965-66 to 205,700 students in 
1968-69. 
Another 23 per cent of the 
increase would be used for im- 
provements in the quality of high- 
er education. Including higher 
taculty salary levels, better in- 
structional support, more liberal 
support and lower student-facul- 
ty ratios. 
Under the proposed budget. 
Bowling Green, as an academic 
center, would receive $125,000 
for 1967-68 and the same figure 
for 1968-69. 
I his is a decrease from the 
actual allotments for 1965-66 
and 1966-67. During those years. 
Bowling Green received $ 134,200 
for 1965-66 and$155.6()0inl966- 
67. 
The University branches would 
receive $245,000 in 1967-68 and 
$350,000 in 1968-69 under the 
recommendations. 
As aUniversity, Bowling Green 
received $5,990,170 and $6,595,- 
250 in 1965-66 and 1966-67, re- 
spectively, with recommenda- 
tions of $10,020,000 for 1967- 
68. and $10,912,000 for 1968- 
69. 
In comparison to the other 
schools in the state to receive 
appropriations over $8,000,000 
for 1967-68, Bowling Green ranks 
fourth of five schools -- behind 
Ohio State, Kent State, and Ohio 
University, and ahead of Miami. 
The same ranking is true for 
1968-69 except that the individual 
allotments are increased slight- 
ly. 
Liber said the Confederation, 
which includes Ohio State, Howl- 
ing Green, Miami, Central State, 
Toledo. Wright State, Ohio Uni- 
versity, and Kent State, had 
invited Gov. James A. Rhodes: 
to speak for the purpose of ex- 
pressing his views on higher 
education and education in 
general, but he declined to do so. 
tlon in general. 
Liber said that the administra- 
tion was happy with what the 
Regents had proposed In the bud- 
get but that they "wanted to see 
more." 
"The purpose of the proposed 
lobby," Liber said, "was for the 
Confederation to apply pressure 
from the student standpoint to 
get as much of the budget ap- 
proved as possible." 
"Students can play an im- 
portant part in the passage of 
the budget by writing letters to 
their legislative representatives, 
Chancellor Millett and to Uni- 
versity alumnus,Charles K. Kur- 
fess," said Jon WlerwllL student 
body treasurer. 
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Take A Lone Hard Look At Greek Life 
^—* .       ..    .   _■_      «\v nr-rranWatinn. On the other hand, it can breed 
By JACK HARTMAN 
Columnist 
Though it's uncertain whether 
the present accumulation of snow 
will continue unmeked for the 
next  two weeks,   freshman  and 
'Enough!    No More!" 
TIM. <«M>i«jcTa« >•* 
Kirk's Secret Police 
A disturbing occurrence following the 19b<> elections is the 
formation of a private police force by Cov. Claude K. Kirk Jr. 
of Florida. 
Kirk, whose election campaign was aided by the white backlash, 
formed the force to explore a link between Communism and the 
Negro civil rights cause in Florida. 
However, the head of the privately and secretly-paid force is 
quoted as declaring that it would "investigate everyone and anyone 
who needs investigation." 
The head denied that the force would become a gestapo-type but 
contradicted himself when he said its investigations would not 
necessarily be limited to criminals. 
Though the force was originally formed to investigate Negro 
movements,   no   provisions   limiting  its   scope  have been  made. 
Whatever the long-reaching implications of the police force, 
it seems the Federal Bureau of Investigation could accomplish 
the same investigation with its doubtless better-trained and ex- 
perienced investigators. 
We urge Gov. Kirk to scrap his secret police and provide full 
cooperation to the FBI. 
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sophomore men going through 
Creek rush had best observe an 
"emergency snow warning" for 
the next two weeks. 
The latter snow is easily pre- 
dictable. It comes once a se- 
mester during rush. 
In a nutshell, it consists of 
promises of everything imagin- 
able made by members of the 
fraternity system to an under- 
classmen going through rush. 
The snow runs from promises 
of more women more often, to 
claims of maximum prestige, to 
better parties, improved meals 
and accommodations to better 
grades. 
In many instances the claims 
are valid. Unfortunately, thefra- 
ternity members often hurt their 
case by outrageously exaggerated 
promises. 
The experience of rushing and 
the experience of pledging are, 
taken together, confusing and 
somewhat  unrelated. 
I o the typical rushee, the world 
is his oyster for the first few 
parties. Ivcryone is friendly, 
almost overbearingly so. As the 
number of parties decreases and 
the selection begins in earnest, 
the friendly mannerisms continue 
on the part of the fraternity 
members. 
I his becomes very confusing 
and disheartening when a rushee 
is fold over and over again at a 
prospective house "we sure hope 
you come back," Iwt fails to be 
invited by that house to the next 
round of parties. 
Often that kind of a setback 
will make a rushee bent on going 
Greek at all costs amenable to 
a final bid from nost any house. 
One of the most successful 
rush techniques used by the fra- 
ternity houses is an abundance 
of co-eds serving as hostesses, 
receptionists or other jobs during 
the rush time. Or better yet, 
movies of a fraternity party 
during which attractive females 
were in abundance. 
I his is to convince the socially 
backward rushee that if he joins 
fraternity X he will have three 
dates a weekend. 
When a rushee becomes a 
pledge, he enters a totally dif- 
ferent world. In rush he is told 
how good he is and how the 
fraternity would like to have him 
as a member; but during pledging 
he finds himself being treated as 
a lowly pledge. In some houses 
he is known as a "scummy," 
in others he is given a number 
to replace his name. 
Thinking he has proven him- 
self during rush, the pledge finds 
he must start all over "from 
the bottom." 
The pledging aspect is down- 
played during rush except in the 
small number of houses which 
have turned to a more construc- 
tive program. 
Though a pledge knows that 
rules prohibit hazing, he quickly 
finds out that he does what the 
actives say or else. 
It is true a fraternity can 
improve an underclassmen's 
social life through contact with 
sorority actives and pledges and 
by actives "fixing-up" pledges 
with Jates. However, a fraternity, 
or any organization, cannot sub- 
stitute for the initiative and tact 
that it takes for a lull social 
life. 
The biggest myth perpetrated 
by the fraternity system is that 
of brotherhood within its group. 
It's true that fraternities are 
cohesive wholes that work to- 
gether and stick together to a 
great extent. 
However,   the   companionship 
• and fellowship that fraternity 
• members fell is no stronger or 
better than that felt by close 
friends, the residents of a par- 
ticular  dormitory   wing,   or the 
:
     memliers of a closely-knit club 
or organizatio . 
In summary, the fraternity 
system is not a cure all for the 
socially undernourished under- 
classmen. Neither is it the only 
way to lead a happy and suc- 
cessful college career. 
It can help a male student's 
social life, his happiness and 
provide him with lasting and 
worthwhile experiences. 
conformity, destroy individuality 
and  provide artificial security. 
Rushees would do well to take 
a long hard look at the fra- 
ternity system before pledging 
and pledges would do well to 
scrutinze the organization they 
are joining carefully before 
making any major commitments 
in time or money. 
'RIGHT' OR WRONG 
Ohio In GOP Lead 
With Rhodes, Bliss 
liy GEORCE BRAAT7 
Columnist 
Ohio is definitely taking the 
lead in the nation in Republican- 
ism. 
It's difficult to say whether 
the reason for this is a very 
strong state Kepbulican organi- 
zation or just a very weak Demo- 
cratic machine. 
Statistics gained fromthcNov- 
ember election show the follow- 
ing proofs of Republican strength 
in Ohio: 
The state's new GeneralAs- 
scinbly is the fourth most Re- 
publican legislature in the nation. 
It is surpassed only by North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and Utah, 
all of whom have under one mil- 
lion population. 
Ohio has more Republican 
Congressmen in the 90th Con- 
gress than any other state. The 
Buckeye state has 19, compared 
with California's 17, New York's 
15. and Pennsylvania's 13. 
Governor James A. Rhodes 
led all GOP gubernatorial can- 
didates in the nation with his 
winning margin. He was re- 
elected with 62 per cent of the 
votes, as Repbulicans swept 
every statewide office. 
Yes, Ohio'sRepbulicanorgani- 
zation is a strong, powerful unit. 
The present strong state party 
began about 18 years ago when 
Ray Bliss became Republican 
state party chairman. 
He expertly directed the or- 
ganization and led it to its peak 
performance. 
Among the accomplishments 
in the state include a victory 
for Richard Nixon, even though 
John Kennedy swept the nation; 
control of the General Assembly, 
while Democratic Governor 
Michael V. DiSalle was in office; 
and finally election of a strong 
Governor in Rhodes. 
Ray Bliss was grabbed then, 
two years ago.to head the national 
GOP. His efforts as national 
chairman produced the upset 
victory for the party a few months 
ago. 
The departure of Bliss from 
the state did not leave a void, 
however. Governor Rhodes has 
shown his power as a strong 
leader. 
He has taken the helm and 
brought the state to its number 
one position in the country in 
luring industries, and thus wealth 
to the state. 
National columnists usually 
mention that the Republicans have 
a strong point in the "Three 
R's." Romney, Rockefeller, and 
Reagan. 
I think this should be changed 
to the "Four R's," adding 
Rhodes' name. 
i an" Goldwater, speaking in 
the state la;.t month, agreed. 
He said that R lodes was a dark 
horse  in national politics,   and 
that the party could easily unite 
behind him. 
So, more and more, the other 
segments of the nation are going 
to be looking at Ohio. Ohio's 
large delegation of electoral 
votes will prove to be an in- 
viting   target   for   both  parties. 
The Democrats will stage huge 
campaigns in the Buckeye state 
to steal away some of the pre- 
sent GOP power. 
And the Republicans, 
nationally, will look toward the 
state for strength, unity, and 
leadership. 
• • • 
QUOTE   OF  THE   YEAR   (SO 
FAR)     -   By  Gerald Ford, Re- 
publican   leader   in the  House: 
"LBJ gives us this budget 
while we're in the third greatest 
war in the nation's history. He 
wants to provide both guns and 
butter. But I say the budget's 
got a lot of  lard in It." 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Greek Doors 
To Be Open 
I have taken It upon myself 
to personally invite each of you 
freshman who are eligible to 
participate in fraternity rush. 
Regardless of whether or not 
you are presently considering 
becoming a fraternity man, I 
strongly urge you to take a look 
at what Greek life has to offer. 
This is an opportunity to gain 
lasting friendships as well as a 
valuable educational experience. 
It is, of course, my hope that 
each of you will then decide to 
take the next step which for 
many is one of the most signif- 
icant steps in life -- that of 
pledging a fraternity. 
I believe with all my heart 
that membership in a fraternity 
is one of the finest, most re- 
warding experiences of a man's 
college career. The experiment 
in brotherhood, the intimate as- 
sociation that takes place inside 
a fraternity is a valuable ex- 
perience for any man. 
Fraternities on this campus 
will continue to quietly serve 
the functions they always have. 
The individual is recognized, is 
developed professionally, 
morally, and socially, and can 
identify himself closely with 
people who care about him per- 
sonally. Formal rush presents 
the opportunity for you to be- 
come  a  part of this   tradition. 
But each of you must be his 
own judge. Come and see for 
yourselves. Our doors will be 
open. 
Harry   Huzogany .   President 
Interfraternity Council 
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Students To Spend 
Summer In Austria 
AP World News 
Page 3 
Spending the summer abroad 
will be both business and pleasure 
for 25 University students. 
They'll be participating In the 
German and Russian depart- 
ment's fourth summer abroad 
program designed to give stu- 
dents the opportunity to Increase 
their German speaking ability 
and to acquaint them with the 
life and culture of Austria and 
Germany. 
They will spend seven weeks 
studying at Austria's University 
of Salzburg and will have approx- 
imately two weeks for touring 
such sites as the Bavarian castle 
country, the Rhineland, and sev- 
eral European cities. 
Dr. Dzidra Shllaku and Eva- 
Maria Cabor, of the German and 
Russian faculty, will direct the 
program, slated to run from 
July 4 to Sept. 5. 
At Salzburg, the students will 
spend from 16 to 20 hours per 
week in class concentrating on 
the German language and cul- 
ture. The summer experience 
may be worth as much as six 
semester hours of credit trans- 
ferable to Howling Green for the 
students. 
While in Salzburg, they will 
stay with Austrian families to 
gain firsthand knowledge of how 
German people live. 
"Living with families creates 
enthusiasm for a culture which 
cannot be as easily developed 
from classroom study, and such 
and appreciation is not soon for- 
gotten," said Dr. Shllaku. 
In addition to providing stu- 
dents with a broader cultural 
background, an intensive study 
of a language has many prac- 
tical values. Dr. Shllaku pointed 
out. She noted that more el- 
ementary and secondary school 
systems than ever before are 
seeking foreign language tea- 
chers. 
Knowledge of foreign language 
also Is becoming Increasingly 
important as more American 
businesses expand to the inter- 
national level. 
"Added to the greater amount 
of overseas travel done by Am- 
ericans, onecan readily see many 
Veteran Local 
Judge Retires 
Raymond Ladd retired yester- 
day as Wood County Juvenile and 
Probate Judge, 30 years to the 
day after he took office. 
Mr. Ladd became JudgeFeb.8, 
1937, after five years as county 
proseceutor. 
Glenn Parsons, formerly an 
assistant prosecutor, was sworn 
in to succeed him. Mr. Par- 
sons was elected after Mr. Ladd 
chose not to seek another term. 
practical uses for a language 
study," Dr. Shllaku said. 
The privilege of participating 
in the summer trip is not avail- 
able to students only Interested 
in "having a good time." In 
addition to the intensive study 
required of students while at- 
tending the University of Salz- 
burg, each student must have 
completed the equivalent of six 
semester hours of college Ger- 
man course before he can make 
the trip. 
Students must have earned at 
least a "C" average In these 
courses as well as having an 
overall grade average of "C". 
PEKING (AP) -- Red Chinese 
followers of Mao Tse-Tung have 
been warned of trouble ahead 
In the provinces and perhaps in 
Peking Itself. Radio Peking 
alerted Mao-forces of a possible 
palace or armed coup. And the 
official People's Daily warned 
of a counter attack on farms, 
possibly to hold up spring sow- 
ing. 
Chinese demonstrations con- 
tinued outside the Soviet embassy 
In Peking for the 13th straight 
day. In Moscow, Soviet loud- 
speakers continue to blast com- 
plaints at the Chinese embassy. 
The Chinese set up two small 
loudspeakers, but they were no 
match for eight large Soviet 
speakers. 
Blues Singer Here Tonight 
Skip James, one of the last 
great Mississippi blues singers, 
will perform today at 8 p.m. 
in 112 Life Sciences Bldg. 
No admission will be charged 
at the Folklore Program spon- 
sored event. 
Mr. James was born on a 
plantation in YazooCounty, Miss. 
As a teenager he was recog- 
nized as an accomplished blues 
artist and In 1930 was signed 
by Paramount Records. He toured 
the country playing gospel music. 
In the 1950's Mr. James stop- 
ped playing and settled in Tuni- 
Not Guilty Plea 
Entered By Wirick 
A former University student 
was bound over to the Wood 
County Grand Jury Tuesday on 
a charge of assault with a dead- 
ly weapon following an Incident 
in Rodgers Quadrangle last 
month. William Wirick, of To- 
ledo, entered a plea of not 
guilty in Bowling Green Muni- 
cipal Court. 
Wirick Is accused of beating 
Andre Brand, freshman from 
Greenville, with a metal belt 
buckle Jan, 16 in Rodgers Quad- 
rangle sub-floor television 
lounge. 
Cap. Robert Achtermann. Uni- 
versity security investigator, 
said Brand was watching tele- 
vision around 1 a.m. when Wi- 
rick entered the lounge and In- 
sulted Br9nd. Wirick left the 
lounge but returned and began 
hitting Brand with a metal belt 
buckle. 
Wirick dropped out of school 
Jan. 16, according to the 
Registrar's office. 
Judge H. RichardDinipacecon- 
tinued Wirick's $1,000 bond. 
Technical Sales Opportunities 
Any Graduate  interested in 
a training program 
leading to technical sales. 
THE JEFFREY MFG. CO. 
Heavy equipment manufacturers 
of chains and transmission 
machinery, materials handling 
machinery, processing equipment. 
For futher information see your 
Placement Office and College 
Placement Annual - Page 589. 
CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATE - 
FEBRUARY 13, 1967. 
ca. Miss. His recordings, which 
had become almost legendary 
because of their purity of form 
and style, were discovered by 
three blues buffs. 
They took Mr. James to the 
1964 Newport Folk Festival 
where he was widely acclaimed 
and signed a contract with Van- 
guard Records. 
Skip James' guitar style Is 
complex with a fast picking style 
that provides counterpoint for 
his high tenor voice. 
CAPE KENNEDY (AP) -- The 
board Investigating the Apollo 
spacecraft fire that killed three 
astronauts sent out a call for 
assistance yesterday. It says it's 
asking help from any Individuals 
or organizations which might 
have information applicable to 
the probe. 
The chairman of the review 
board. Dr. Floyd Thompson, said 
It Is considering all suggestions 
and offers of assistance from 
Interested parties. He said mat- 
ters pertinent to the Investigation 
are referred to appropriate work 
panels. 
Officials have Indicated the 
board   is   far from locating the 
Deadline 
cause of the flash fire. 
• • • 
CALCUTTA (AP) -- India's 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 
was hit In the mouth by a stone 
yesterday while she was addres- 
sing an election rally In a city 
220 miles southwest of Calcutta. 
News reports said Mrs. 
Gandhi was treated to stop bleed- 
ing from her upper lip and 
nose, after she finished her 
speech. 
The Incident was the most 
serious in a number of scat- 
tered disturbances at political 
rallies. 
Set 
Seniors should apply for 
'graduation by Saturday, the I 
^Registrar's office said 
"yesterday. Late applications, 
i however, will be accepted 
'after this date. 
Applications may be picked 
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Take A Long Hard Look At Greek Life 
*■—                               .                            i „  .i„.m,„h or organization. On the other hand, it can breed 
By JACK HARTMAN                   the present accumulation of snow      sophornore   ™***g* ,„  summary, the fraternity conformity, destroy individuality 
Columnist                          will continue  unmelted for  the      Greek rush had best observe m *         M ^ ^ ^  proyide artlf,cial securlty# 
Though it's uncertain whether      next  two weeks,  freshman  and      ' emergency snow warning    tor ^^ undernourlshed  under. Rushees would do well to take 
1
  ThTlaueVsTow''is easily pre- classmen. Neither is it the only a   long   hard   look at  the fra- 
"Enoilgh!      No  More!"                                  dictable   „ comes   once  a se- wfy  to  lead  a   happy   and sue- ternity  system  before pledging 
mester during rush. cessful college career. and   pledges   would do  well  to 
-'^•ilSBB'&J^     •                        m  a  nutshell,   it  consists   of It  can  help a male student's scrutinze the organization they 
tikfe                         promises of everything imagin- social   life,   his   happiness   and are  Joining carefully  before 
able  made by   members   of the provide   him   with   lasting   and making any major commitments 
fraternity system  to an under- worthwhile experiences. In time or money. 
classmen   going   through   rush. 
The snow runs from promises 'RIGHT*    OR    WRONG 
of   more  women more often,  to _______________________ 
claims of maximum prestige, to 
better parties, improved meals /"\1_*             f             Z"1/^!) ^-vr»^-l 
ami accommodations to  belter \ f [11. fj      J. H      \j\Jl         J-iC«.Q 
grades. 
In  many instances  the claims 
are valid. Unfortunately, the fra- \VT •      1           Til               1 Til* 
ternity members often hurt their \U 1 f |l       K      |{)(    (S.      I > I I S S 
case by outrageously exaggerated ▼▼   * I **       El-IlUtlCOj      JLFHOO 
promises. 
/W/',1A,/?///'JZ^&eLL^-                     The experience of rushing and ..       .. 
**»■                                     thc  exp(.rPicnce of p,edging are. I >V GEORGE BRAATZ that the party could easily unite 
taken together, confusing and Columnist behind him. 
somewhat unrelated. Ohio is  definitely  taking the So. more and more, the other 
To thetypical rushee, the world lead in the nation in Republican- segments of the nation are going 
g- A'              is   his   oyster   for the firs, few ism. to   be    looking  at  Ohio.  Ohio's 
ySl^'              parties.   Everyone   is  friendly, 1,'s   difficult to say  whether large delegation of electoral 
Stf*              almost overbearingly so. As the the   reason   for  this   is   a   very votes   will  prove  to   be   an   >n- 
kVV           number of parties decreases and strong state Repbulican organi- viting   target  for  both parties. 
the selection begins in earnest. Mtion or just a very weak Demo- The Democrats will stage huge 
'-",.-)07//MbW\V\     '^U'      /*"V;             the friendly mannerisms continue cratic machine. campaigns in the Buckeye state 
on    the   part    of   the  fraternity t0 steal away some of the pre- 
■AVWr//£M         aVMiV""" "                                  members. Statistics gained from the Nov- sent GOP power. 
I his   becomes very confusing cmbtT election show the follow- A"a  „  tnc „, * e [u           .,' 
and  disheartening when a rushee {            ofs of Republican strength nationally,   will look toward the 
is  told over ami over again a, a XlO: J»^   SlrCn8,h'    "«>   and 
T.M. wAm.^^M f»»              prospective house "we sure hope The state's new General As- F' 
you come back," but fails to be sembly   is  the fourth most Re- 
invited by that  house to the next publican legislature in the nation. *  *  * 
round of parties. It   is   surpassed only  by North QUOTE   OF THE  YEAR   (SO 
Often  that  kind  of a setback Dakota, South Dakota, and Utah, FAR)     -   By Gerald Ford, Re- 
will make a rushee bent on going an 0f whom have under one mil- publican   leader   in the  House: 
Creek  at all costs amenable to ij0n population. 
a final bid from most any house. onj0 has  more Republican "LBJ   gives   us   this   budget 
One   of   thc   most   successful Congressmen   in the 90th Con- while we're in the third greatest 
rush techniques used by the fra- gress than any other state. The war in the nation's history. He 
K#       I    «i           £~i                                 T*       ■ •                        ternity   houses   is an abundance Buckeye state has 19, compared wants   to provide both guns and 
■ •• I.      C      ^43kf*T*f*'t       I    Oil €*f*            of co-eds serving as hostesses, with California's 17, New York's butter.  But I   say the   budget's 
"   **    "      k^^V^i  \s%,      M.   UI1VV             receptionists or other jobs during 15. and Pennsylvania's 13. got a lot of lard In It." 
the   rush time. Or   better  yet, Governor James A. Rhodes 
movies  of a   fraternity  party led all GOP    gubernatorial can- ________..._ p-m-ron 
A   disturbing   occurrence   following   the   1966  elections   is  the      during wWch attractlve females didates   in  thc nation  with   his LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
formation   of  a  private  police force by  Gcv. Claude R. Kirk Jr.      Werc in abundance. winning margin. He  was   re-      "                                              " 
of Florida.                                                                                                                             r-nnvimo the socially elected with 62 per cent of the -~              _       _~ 
Kirk,  whose election campaign was  aided  by the white backlash.            This to toconvtell he SOClaUy RepbuUcSM    swept ftrPek          )OOI** 
forme,!   the force  to explore a  link between Communism and the         ^ * ™^J^J*t*™ every statewide office. **l CC*    ^""1S 
Negro civil rights cause in Florida.                                                              ^^ g J^^ Yes, Ohio's Repbulican organi- 
When a  rushee   becomes a zation is a strong, powerful unit. rp         n         OriS^Wl 
However,  the head of the  privately and secretly-paid force is       pK.dgc    he enters a totally dif- 1 U    I3C    \_F IJdl 
quoted as declaring that  it would "investigate everyone and anyone        fercnt'world. In rush he  is told * 
who needs investigation."                                                                                now        d   he   is   and   how  the The present strong state party 
The head denied that the force would become a gestapo-type but         raternitv would like to have him began  about 18 years ago when 1   have taken  it  upon  myseu 
contradicted   himself   when   he said   its   investigations   would  not                mernher but during pledging Ray   Bliss   became   Republican to personally Invite each of you 
necessarily be limited to criminals.                                                              he finds himself bei     lreated as state party chairman. freshman   who   are   eligible to 
Though the force was  originally formed  to  investigate Negro       g                           (n sQme houses He  expertly directed the or- participate   in   fraternity  rusn. 
movements,   no   provisions   limiting  its   scope  have been  made.                    known  a's  a  "scummy " ganization and led it to its peak Regardless   of   whether or   not 
in others he is given a number performance. you   are   presently considering 
Whatever   the   long-reaching  implications   of  the police force.        t0 repiaCe his name. Among the accomplishments becoming   a   fraternity man.  I 
it seems   the  Federal   Bureau  of Investigation could  accomplish           Thinking  he has proven him- in  the state  include    a victory strongly urge you to take a look 
the same investigation   with its  doubtless better-trained and ex-        sclf during rush, the pledge finds for  Richard Nixon, even though at what Greek life has to oner, 
perienced investigators.                                                                                  he   must start  all   over  "from John  Kennedy swept the nation; This   is  an  opportunity to gam 
We  urge Gov. Kirk  to scrap his secret police and provide full        thc i,ott0m " contro1 of the GeneralAssembly, lasting friendships as wel   as a 
cooperation to the FBI.                                                                                        The pledging aspect is down- while   Democratic  Governor valuable educational experience 
played during rush except in the Michael V. DiSalle was in office; It is   of course   my hopethat 
vAmmmm^m^mmtmm$mmmmmmupmmmmmm    ,m,n  number  of   houses which and finally election of a strong each of you will then decide to 
1                                                                                                                 1     have turned to a more construe- Governor in Rhodes. take   the   next   step   which  for 
The B-G News    I -^j-     knows m t:;S;L=tS B121 &r« 
|            Mpj A Grovin, Univer^ Since 1920         |   rules prohibit -Quickly GOP^Hto  efforts   «^tional I^JM*—J. my ^ 
1                                        EO.TORIAL STAFF                                        I    SSLSSSJ"    . -oryfort.partyafewmonths that membership£ a fraternity 
■ft                                                                                                                  •:•:        it   is   true   a   fraternity  can ago. »•»   ««"             ,          '               , 
I               Randy Ke.chom Editor                 |    , m pr 0ve   an  underclassmen's The departure of Bliss from warding experiences of a man s 
£               Lorry Fullerton Managing Editor                 ::::          *"            ,hl.„11„h ,-onrarr with the state did not leave a void, college career. The experiment |               Jack Hortman Ed.iorial Page Editor                 ft:    social  me tnroufcii eo.u-1.1 however. Governor Rhodes has in brotherhood, the intimate as- 
;X               ^            LW"                                                                           :•:•    or any organization, cannot sub- K ' 
I                                         BUSINESS STAFF                                          I    stituJ for the .nitiative and tact He   has   taken the   helm   and J«JJ^   «^«-J- 
::                                                                                                                  §    that   it  takes   for  a full  social brought the state to its number **"  con lnue   "3 qr~"ja haZ 
I                John KiU.r : Bus.ness M^ogcr              |    [tte. one  position  in  the country in the functions they always have 
i                Gory Dietz Retoi. Advertis.ng Manager              >:;        The biggest my! b perpetrated luring industries, and thus wealth The individual is recognizea.s 
i                DaveSprunk Crculat.on Manager               |    by the fraternitv sys,em is that t0 the state. developed     pr of ess i on a 11 y. 
I                MikeArgi. Cl«s,bed Adverfsmg Manage,               h          hrotht.rhood within its group. National columnists us u a 11 y ^SS'u.      lu    ,„'Jl    «,,h 
i                                      -                                                                                          ig     It's    true   that  fraternities   are mention thattheRepublicans have identify  himself  closely   with 
I       Pub',shed Tuesooys tl.ro Fridays du,.ng .be regular school      |    cohesive wholes  that work  to- a   strong   point in the "Three People who care about him per- 
:■:          yeor, except holidoy periods, and once o week during summer       .*                                               _otlm.   tn , „.„..   D„m„„.,    BnrVeieUpr   and SOnally.   Formal   rush   presents 1        sessions, unde, ou.hon.y ol ,he Publications Comm,„ee ol      g    g«lu-r  and stick  together  to a R s.     Romney. Rockefeller, ana the               n      fQr           t0 ^ 
I        Bowling  Green  State   Un.vers.ty.                                                         fe    great extent. Reagan. of  thls   tradltion# 
S       Opinions expressed m editorials, editorial cartoons o, other      ::::        However,   the   companionship         i think this should lie changed *- r 
I       columns ,n the News do not necesso.,ly ,ellec. the op,nions      g    and f e110ws hip that fraternity     to   the     "Four  R's."   adding But   each of you must De tus 
:-::       of -he Univcsity Administiotion, faculty or stall o, the State      -x             .        , „  .    „„ „,„„,„„,     „. „,. ., .._. own   judge. Come and see  for 
i       °   Ohio.   Opinion, e.P,essed by columnists do no, necessci ly     |    memlx-rs fell is no stronger or     Rhodes  name yourselves. Our doors   will  be 
Telled  the   opinions   ol   the   B-G  News.     Ed,to,.ols   ,n  the       g     better   than   thai   felt   by  close .,.,,-r'   Coldw&ter.  speaking in V°" 
News ,ellett the opinion ol the mo|onty ol membe,s ol the       :■:■    friends, the residents of a par- the    state   la*.t   month,   agreed. P   •                              Dr»ciii«.nt S        B-G  News  Editoriol  Boord.                                                                    V  ticular   .'or,r,.tor\   wing,   or the      He said that RTories was a dark Barry   Huzogany .   t resiaent 
§::::x:x:::x:xW:W:W^^^^                                                                                       members of a closely-knit club     horse  in  national politics,   and Intertraternity council 
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Students To Spend 
Summer In Austria 
AP World News 
Page 3 
Spending the summer abroad 
will be both business and pleasure 
for 25 University students. 
They'll be participating in the 
German and Russian depart- 
ment's fourth summer abroad 
program designed to give stu- 
dents the opportunity to increase 
their German speaking ability 
and to acquaint them with the 
life and culture of Austria and 
Germany. 
They will spend seven weeks 
studying at Austria's University 
of Salzburg and will have approx- 
imately two weeks for touring 
such sites as the Bavarian castle 
country, the Rhineland, and sev- 
eral European cities. 
Dr. Dzidra Shllaku and Eva- 
Maria Gabor, of the German and 
Russian faculty, will direct the 
program, slated to run from 
July 4 to Sept. 5. 
At Salzburg, the students will 
spend from 16 to 20 hours per 
week in class concentrating on 
the German language and cul- 
ture. The summer experience 
may be worth as much as six 
semester hours of credit trans- 
ferable to Bowling Green for the 
students. 
While in Salzburg, they will 
stay with Austrian families to 
gain firsthand knowledge of how 
German people live. 
"Living with families creates 
enthusiasm for a culture which 
cannot be as easily developed 
from classroom study, and such 
and appreciation is not soon for- 
gotten," said Dr. Shllaku. 
In addition to providing stu- 
dents with a broader cultural 
background, an intensive study 
of a language has many prac- 
tical values, Dr. Shllaku pointed 
out. She noted that more el- 
ementary and secondary school 
systems than ever before are 
seeking foreign language tea- 
chers. 
Knowledge of foreign language 
also is becoming increasingly 
important as more American 
businesses expand to the inter- 
national level. 
"Added to the greater amount 
of overseas travel done by Am- 
ericans, one can readily see many 
Veteran Local 
Judge Retires 
Raymond Ladd retired yester- 
day as Wood County Juvenile and 
Probate Judge, 30 years to the 
day after he took office. 
Mr. Ladd became judgeFeb.8, 
1937, after five years as county 
proseceutor. 
Glenn Parsons, formerly an 
assistant prosecutor, was sworn 
in to succeed him. Mr. Par- 
sons was elected after Mr. Ladd 
chose not to seek another term. 
practical uses for a language 
study," Dr. Shllaku said. 
The privilege of participating 
in the summer trip is not avail- 
able to students only interested 
in "having a good time." In 
addition to the intensive study 
required of students while at- 
tending the University of Salz- 
burg, each student must have 
completed the equivalent of six 
semester hours of college Ger- 
man course before he can make 
the trip. 
Students must have earned at 
least a "C" average in these 
courses as well as having an 
overall grade average of "C". 
PEKING (AP) -- Red Chinese 
followers of Mao Tse-Tung have 
been warned of trouble ahead 
in the provinces and perhaps in 
Peking itself. Radio Peking 
alerted Mao-forces of a possible 
palace or armed coup. And the 
official People's Daily warned 
of a counter attack on farms, 
possibly to hold up spring sow- 
ing. 
Chinese demonstrations con- 
tinued outside theSovlet embassy 
in Peking for the 13th straight 
day. In Moscow, Soviet loud- 
speakers continue to blast com- 
plaints at the Chinese embassy. 
The Chinese set up two small 
loudspeakers, but they were no 
match for eight large Soviet 
speakers. 
Blues Singer Here Tonight 
Skip James, one of the last 
great Mississippi blues singers, 
will perform today at 8 p.m. 
in 112 Life Sciences Bldg. 
No admission will be charged 
at the Folklore Program spon- 
sored event. 
Mr. James was born on a 
plantation in YazooCounty, Miss. 
As a teenager he was recog- 
nized as an accomplished blues 
artist and in 1930 was signed 
by ParamountRecords.Hetoured 
the country playing gospel music. 
In the 1950's Mr. James stop- 
ped playing and settled in Tuni- 
Not Guilty Plea 
Entered By Wirick 
A former University student 
was bound over to the Wood 
County Grand Jury Tuesday on 
a charge of assault with a dead- 
ly weapon following an Incident 
In Rodgers Quadrangle last 
month. William Wirick, of To- 
ledo, entered a plea of not 
guilty in Bowling Green Muni- 
cipal Court. 
Wirick is accused of beating 
Andre Brand, freshman from 
Greenville, with a metal belt 
buckle Jan, 16 in Rodgers Quad- 
rangle sub-floor television 
lounge. 
Cap. Robert Achtermann, Uni- 
versity security investigator, 
said Brand was watching tele- 
vision around 1 a.m. when Wi- 
rick entered the lounge and In- 
sulted Brand. Wirick left the 
lounge but returned and began 
hitting Brand with a metal belt 
buckle. 
Wirick dropped out of school 
Jan. 16, according to the 
Registrar's office. 
Judge H. RichardDinipacecon- 
tinued Wirick's $1,000 bond. 
ca. Miss. His recordings, which 
had become almost legendary 
because of their purity of form 
and style, were discovered by 
three blues buffs. 
They took Mr. James to the 
1964 Newport Folk Festival 
where he was widely acclaimed 
and signed a contract with Van- 
guard Records. 
Skip James* guitar style Is 
complex with a fast picking style 
that provides counterpoint for 
his high tenor voice. 
CAPE KENNEDY (AP) -- The 
board investigating the Apollo 
spacecraft fire that killed three 
astronauts sent out a call for 
assistance yesterday. It says it's 
asking help from any Individuals 
or organizations which might 
have information applicable to 
the probe. 
The chairman of the review 
board. Dr. Floyd Thompson, said 
it is considering all suggestions 
and offers of assistance from 
interested parties. He said mat- 
ters pertinent to the investigation 
are referred to appropriate work 
panels. 
Officials have indicated the 
board  is   far from locating the 
Deadline 
cause of the flash fire. 
• • • 
CALCUTTA (AP) -- India's 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 
was hit in the mouth by a stone 
yesterday while she was addres- 
sing an election rally in a city 
220 miles southwest of Calcutta. 
News reports said Mrs. 
Gandhi was treated to stop bleed- 
ing from her upper lip and 
nose, after she finished her 
speech. 
The Incident was the most 
serious in a number of scat- 
tered disturbances at political 
rallies. 
Technical Sales Opportunities 
Any Graduate  interested in 
a training program 
leading to technical sales. 
THE JEFFREY MFG. CO. 
Heavy equipment manufacturers 
of chains and transmission 
machinery, materials handling 
machinery, processing equipment. 
For futher information see your 
Placement Office and College 
Placement Annual - Page 589. 
CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATE - 
FEBRUARY 13, 1967. 
Set 
Seniors should apply for 
'graduation by Saturday, the I 
jRegistrar's office said 
"yesterday. I.ate applications, 
| however, will be accepted 
'after this date. 
Applications may be picked 
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Defense Contract Audit Ag- 
ency:      Accounting   and   M.B.A. 
Ilarnes, Wendling -. Cook Ac- 
counting. 
•ltd. of I due. of Hartford 
County Check with Placement 
Office. 
R.C.A.: Acctg.; lius. Stat.; 
I con.; Fin. gi Hkg.; Gen. I :us.; 
B.A.; M.B.A. 
Towmotor   Corp:   Check   withi 
Placement Office. 
Carlisle Local School District, 
Carlisle, Ohio (Dayton Area): 
Check   with   Placement   office. 
Ilohart Manufacturing Co: 
Check with Placement Office. 
i )M  Kent  I lank  &   l rust Co: 
Acctg.;   I us.  Stat.;   Icon.;  I in. 
. FSlcg.; Men. Bus.; Pers.Mgmt.; 
Office Mgmt.; > us. \dm.; Math; 
Pol. S( i.; Psych.; See.; Speech. 
(lentral Suva Inc.  M.I'.A. 
( adillac Motor Car Division: 
I [nancial Managem< nt. 
I he   Sherwln ■ Williams ( o 




RATES: 32c per line, 2 
lines minimum, average 5 
words per  line. 
SEND COPY to Classified 
Dept., B-G News, 106 Uni- 
versity   Holl 
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday 
for Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m. 
Monday for Wednesday's paper, 
5 p.m. Tuesday for Thursday's 
paper, 5 p.m. Wednesday for 
Friday's paper. 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
Must sell. 19<>5 Sunl>eam Alpine 
convert. 4-speed synchro, wire 
wheels, radio, heater and tonneau 
cover. Excellent condition. Call 
2592, Joel. 
Room for Rent. Single male stu- 
dent, opposite Kohl Hall. Phone 
3S4-294S. 
1 vacamy. I'.asement apartment 
w/cooking facilities - furnished 
including TV - private, entrance. 
Very reasonable. 2 vacancies. 
Rooms - private bath - lounge 
and TV - everything furnished. 
Very reasonable. Call 353-3535 
after <> p.m. weekdays. Anytime 
on weekend. 
Room for rent for second sem- 
ester. 352-51S4 after (> p.m. 
or 352-52i.S(day). 
I .OST 
Girls' '"8 class ring. Initials 
I'.RII on inside. I lack N inset. 
Call   John,   ext. 22oO. Reward. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
PLAY SCHOOL. Mon. - Wed. - 
Fri. 3 4-5 yr. olds. Phone 354- 
42(>1. 
BESSICK. . . 
shape up. 
Happy Birthday to Dink the Blue 
Bonnet. 
Scuba Club meeting Sun„ Feb. 
12, 8-9 p.m., Ohio Suite. Re- 
member Florida. 
Will do baby sitting in my home. 
References  available. 353-8981. 
Guitar instructors wanted. Male 
or female for folk and rock 
n' roll. Must read music. Spratt 
Music Center, 130 F. Washing- 
ton St. 
Pledges need a construction 
company to build a RASEMFNT 
beneath our sorority house. Call 
2488 day or night. 
••North Allegheny School Dist., 
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania: 
Check   with   Placement   Office. 
Cooperative Extension Ser- 
vice: Check with Placement Of- 
fice. 
Township U.S. Diflt.#113: Check 
with Placement Office. 
Feb. 16 and  17 
Warrensvillc HgtS. City Sch- 
ools:      r1.   Ed.i Ind. Arts;  Lib. 
Scl.;    Math;   (hem.;   Gen.  Sci.; 
Physics Slow I.earners. 
Feb. 17 
Campbell       Soup      Company 
Acctg.;   ! us.  Slat.;  I con.;  (.en. 
Bus*; Ind. Mgmt.;  Pers.Mgmt.; 
Trans. Pub.   I til.;   Journ.; 
Chem.;    Fng.;    Math;   Physics; 
Psych. 
I clipsc-Pioneer Div. of Ben- 
dix;   Accounting   and   Business. 
Bendlx Corporation: Account- 
ing and Gen. Business. 
Corning Class Works: Acctg.; 
Bus. Stat.; l-.con.; Gen. Bus.; 
Fin. & Bkg.; Pers. Mgmt.;Sales; 
Chem.; Math; Physics. 
S.S. Kresgc Co: Accounting and 
Retailing. 
American Steel Foundries: 
Check with Placement Office. 
Marbon Chemical Div: Acctg. 
Icon.; Sales; Chem.; Math; 
M.B.A. 
•evening also 
•• evening only 
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Johnson Proposes 
More Child Welfare 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Pres- 
ident Johnson yesterday sent 
another special message to Con- 
gress, this one outlining a broad 
program to aid youth and 
children. 
It included a stronger program 
for the Head Start project and 
it also called for increased so- 
cial security payments for chil- 
dren. 
Johnson told Congress recent 
studies confirm that in "edu- 
cation, health and in all human 
development the early years are 
critical." Most of his proposals 
were designed to aid children 
from poorer families. 
Among other things, Johnson 
proposed an increase of at least 
15 per cent in Social Security 
benefits to a child If the family 
bread winner who is under So- 
cial Security, dies, retires or 
becomes disabled. 
He also recommended an in- 
crease to 75 per cent in federal 
matching funds for state child 
welfare programs, including 
training programs. 
Administration officials esti- 
mated the cost of Johnson's pro- 
gram at about $650 million a 
year, of which higher Social Se- 
curity payments for children 
would account for $350 million. 




putting me on 
Yes, w e arc. We're putting I .ibcral Arts gradu- 
ates on the track of an exciting new career for 
men and women. In computer programming 
at IBM. 
Just u hat does a computer programmer do? 
I le purs IBM computers to work solving the 
information processing and control problems 
ot business and industrv. I Ins rakes ;i special- 
ized knowledge. And IBM will train you to 
get it. At full pax. ot course. 
Nou sax x on didn't major in math: Neither did 
main computer programmers at IBM. I hex 
majored in philosophy. Music. Language. We 
have people troni almost all the liberal arts. 
Kngineering, scientific or math courses help. 
But whatever vour educational background, 
there's an opportunity for growth, advance- 
ment and financial reward at IBM. 
When xou've completed the extensive train- 
ing program, you'll find the opportunities are 
practically unlimited. As an IBM computer 
programmer vou're in a position to put your 
ideas and education to work immediately. Be- 
cause information processing and control is 
the fastest-growing Held today. And IBM is 
the leader in the held. 
So, come on. 1<> an exciting, rewarding future 
at IBM. 
IBM 
Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study, 
sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM,   February 15. 
II. fur MHIIV reason. \ nu aren't able in arrange an mien iew . ilnni us i line \\ rite t«»: Vlanaucr <>i (atllevv Kecniiriiiu. 
IllXI ( jiriMiration, tyn Xl.itlisiin  \tcnue. Niew N«»rl». \*-\» \nr'% MM". IHM IN an I e ml I >p|Mirtunit\ I mplm IT. 
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Snow Storm Just 
What They Needed 
NEW YORK (AP)-- Most per- 
sons on the East Coast could 
probably be described as unhappy 
Campus 
[Calendar 
A "Midweek Dance" Is sched- 
uled at the Newman Center from 
8 to 11 p.m. tonight. Music will 
be provided by the"Moonliters." 
Folk Dance Club will meet 
from   7   to  9 p.m. tomorrow in 
the Dogwood Suite. 
»  * * 
Phi Kappa Phi, the Univer- 
sity's scholastic honorary, is 
accepting graduate students with 
a 3.5 or better undergraduate 
accumulative point average. 
Those eligible should contact 
Dr. Gilbert Cooke, 109 Hayes, 
or Dr. William Harris, 108 Han- 
na, by Feb. 17, to check fur- 
ther requirements. 
with the blizzard that dumped 
up to a foot of snow on them. 
But not a group of scientists 
at New York University. 
They are investigating the 
structure and dynamics of snow- 
storms   along   the  East Coast. 
"We waited all winter for a 
storm like this. We're delighted 
with it." a NYU spokesman said. 
The scientists enlisted the help 
of the Environmental Science 
Service Administration--a new 
grouping of government agencies 
including the US weather bureau. 
ESSA contributed a DC-six air- 
plane and crew to investigate 
the storm. 
The FSSA crew is actually 
more used to flying around in 
hurricanes than snowstorms. 
They are veteran of six years 
of hurricane flying. Last Sept- 
ember, in hurricane "Inez", 
•they measured the highest At- 
lantic Ocean hurricane winds on 
record- -197 miles an hour. 
But a storm is a storm, and 
hurricanes are a bit out of season 
just now. So when NYU asked for 
help In its blizzard research, 
the ESSA men were glad to fly 
to the rescue. 
Flutaphone Fad? 
By JACKIE WORDEN 
Feature Writer 
Is it a flutaphone fad? a recorder rage? an oboe orgy? No, it is 
simply a Music 211 class. 
Pretty soon you'll observe students traveling across campus 
with oddly shaped objects protruding from their pockets or sticking 
out of their briefcases. Where are they all going? Why, to a Music 
211 class, of course. 
Have you had the feeling that prohibition is being revived on 
campus? Wrong again. Students aren't toting machine guns to guard 
their bathtub gin. They are armed only for Music 211. 
Have you heard strains of "Go Tell Aunt Rhody" floating upon a 
campus breeze? Then it's a sure thing that there is at least one 
211 student in the area 
Who, what, why, when, where, and how is Music 211? "It is a 
course to teach elementary education majors the rudiments of 
music, and it is also for general education students in liberal 
arts," explained Dr. Robert W. Hohn, professor of music. "It 
is not a methods course." 
Flutaphones are not used in 211, although this is a common 
misconception. The music department feels that the recorder Is 
more beneficial. It is not a toy, but a real instrument. It has a 
two-octive range, in contrast to the nine notes found on a flutaphone. 
It also has a better tone. It can be purchased in plastic or wood, 
and costs from $2 to $24. The music department began using re- 
corders for the course five years ago. "Similar courses are offered 
in schools all over the country," stated Dr. Hohn. 
Now for some statistics--60^ of all students enrolled in 211 have 
had some degree of previous musical training--"from none at all 
to eight years," said Dr. Hohn. There is a special course for the 
more-advanced students. 
Female students outnumber males in the course. "There are 30 
girls and 2 guys in my class," said 6' 3" psychology major, 
Robert S. Warren. "I feel a little ridiculous, but you get used to 
it after a while," said Bob. His recorder has had a rough life. 
"I broke the C and D notes off while twirling it around my finger, 
$ut it's all taped back together now," he said. His is thinking of 
•Ways to use the knowledge he gains in 211. Perhaps he can try some 
"flutotheropy" on his patients. 
Its really joyous when 211 students cram for their "flutaphone" 
finals. Hut that's months away. We can only hope that irate room- 
mates remember to refrain from picketing the fatigued fluta- 
phonists and the tired tooters. True music lovers will remain 
loyal, and will sing "Flutaphones Forever." 
Perhaps these instruments, in time, will find their honored 
place at BG. Officials may even erect a flutaphone statue In the 
center of campus to praise some brave flutist who will lead all 
the rats and mice from the dormitories into Peregrine Lake. 
Will it be you? After all, "everyone can play one," reassures 
Dr. Hohn! 
Professional Careers in Cartography 
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE 
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS 
Minimum 120 semester hours college credit including 5 hours 
college level math. The required math must include at least 2 
of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, analytic geom- 
etry, differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for 
which any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent experience 
acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women. 
Application and further information forwarded on request. 
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR) 
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center, 
8900 S. Broadway. St. Louis, Missouri 63125 
An equal opportunity employer 
When ESSA was notified that 
the storm would hit, the crew 
flew to Charleston, where they 
took off for a six- hour flight into 
the heart of the blizzard. They 
planned to collect data on wind, 
temperature, humidity and pres- 
sure--all of which will be trans- 
lated by NYU into a report on 
the dynamics of snowstorms. 
However, as a university 
spokesman noted, somebody will 
have to mail them the results. 
The spokesman said: 
"This really is what we've 
been waiting for now for several 
months. There's only one pro 
blem....we got such a good storm 
that all the airports are socked 
in--the plane has to fly back 
south at least as far as Virginia 
before it can land." JAMES H.   SYNNAMON,   chemistry   stockroom  manager  {or  20 
years, is easily found in his domain in 124 Overman Hall. 
Synnamon Knows Chemistry Stockroom 
Diversified Domain 
By LANN1E KAT7MAN 
Staff Writer 
To the chemistry department, 
test tubes and beakers are James 
H. Synnamon's trademark. And 
they should be appropriate ones-- 
he has been among them as man- 
ager of thechemistrydepartment 
storeroom for 20 years. 
Mr. Synnamon, a University 
alumnus, class of '37, however 
is quite a man of many hats. 
In his position he is bookkeep- 
er, stock accounter, anticipator 
of professors' wants, electronics 
technician and overseer of 20 
to 30 part-time student employ- 
ees. 
His kingdom is the storeroom 
In 124 Overman Hall and what 
a kingdom it is. The elaborate 
layout contains approximately 
3,000 chemicals and 3,000 glass- 
ware items. 
A receiving window serves the 
freshman laboratory directly ad- 
jacent to it while another dutch 
door opens onto the hall. A wind- 
ing stairway from the storeroom 
leads down to the primary stor- 
age areas. Acids are kept in an 
explosion proof room with wire- 
emeshed windows. In addition he 
has charge of a special room 
for solvents and specific areas 
for bulk chemicals, liquids, glass 
hardware and electronic equip- 
ment. 
Mr. Synnamon graduated from 
the University in 1937 receiving 
a BS in physical science. After 
graduation he was employed at 
the sugar beet refinery in Fos- 
toria and an electroplating firm 
in Toledo. 
After completing his army 
basic training during World War 
II, Mr. Synnamon was trained 
as an aid man. While enroute 
to Africa, the ship upon which 
he was riding was torpedoed. 
Fortunately at the time the ship 
was in sight of land. 
After the was he returned to 
Bowling (Ireen. 
Aside from an interest in 
chemistry, Mr. Synnamon has 
kept up his interest in electronics 
which started during the crystal 
set era. He has repaired radio 
and television sets on his own 
time throughout the years. 
In the capacity of student and 
staff member, Mr. Synnamon has 
witnessed thegrowthof thechem- 
istry department as well as the 
entire University. He recalls the 
physics department consisting of 
courses totaling only eighteen 
hours. 
"We have equipment today that 
was not heard of twenty years 
ago," Mr. Synnamon said. "The 
technological changes over the 
past twenty years has been phen- 
omenal." 
When asked specifically what 
his Job entails, Mr. Synnamon 
modestly said, "to keep things 
functioning." 
Actually what this means is 
keeping a running account of 
roughly 6,000 items; test tubes, 
beakers and c hem ica Is . This 
doesn't include all the electronic 
equipment the department pos- 
sesses. 
These items must be stored 
and catalogued so he or his 
staff of 20 to 30 part-time clerks 
is able to find a particular item 
when requested. 
There are approximately 1,000 
student accounts at the store 
room dealing in purchases as 
little as 15 cents grossing 
approximately $20,000 per year, 
according to Dr. Hall, Chem- 
istry department chairman. 
Therefore the bookkeeping is 
another phase of Mr.Synnamon's 
responsibilities. 
His interest in electronics is 
quite beneficial to the chemistry 
department. When a used piece 
of electronic equipment has been 
purchased, Mr. Synnamon checks 
it out and repairs it If neces- 
sary. When new equipment is 
purchased in kit form he has 
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On Air Force One After Dallas 
The B-G News, Thursday, February 9, 1967 
Manchester Tells Of  'Confusion' 
NEW YORK (AP)- William 
Manchester writes about confu- 
sion and near hysteria aboard 
the presidential plane. Air Force 
One, following the Kennedy 
assassination in the third instal- 
lment of his book, "The Death 
of a President" to appear in 
Look magazine. 
Manch >ster gives instances of 
animosity flaring between the 
dead President's aides and those 
of Vice President Johnson before 
Johnson was sworn in as chief 
executive. 
In one of these he describes 
Kennedy's Air Force aide, Krig. 
Cen. (.odfrey Mcllugh, as ges- 
turing toward the coffin carry- 
ing Kennedy's body and declar- 
ing in anguished tones: 
"I have only one President, 
and he's lying back in that cabin." 
Manchester says Mcllugh made 
the remark after having given 
orders repeatedly for the plane 
to take off and having had them 
countermanded by Assistant 
Presidential News Secretary 
Malcolm Kilduff, who finally told 
him 
"We're not taking off until 
the    President   has   been   sworn 
AWS Handbook 
Editors Sought 
The Association of Women Stu- 
dents Publications Committee is 
Seeking applicants for editorial 
positions for the AWS Handbook 
and Clothes llrochure. 
The Committee will conduct 
interviews for editor- in-chief, 
copy editor, associate editor and 
photography editor of the hand- 
book, and editor of the brochure 
Feb. 21. 
Women who are interested In 
applying can pick up applications 
at the main desk of their hous- 
ing units and return themtoReva 
Niederkohr, AWS publications 
chairman, at the Alpha Camma 
Delta House by Wednesday. 
City Passes 
Cycle Law 
Howling (ireen City Council 
passed an ordinance Monday 
which requires the wearing of a 
protective helmet by all persons 
riding on a motorcycle. The 
ordinance goes into effect im- 
mediately. 
Mayor F. (ius Skibbie signed 
the ordinance, which specifies 
that the protective helmet shall 
be of a type constructed of an 
outer shell of semi - resilient 
material designed to disperse 
force of impact, shall contain 
inside padding of energy absorb- 
ing liner, arts shall be equipped 
with a chin strap to hold the 
helmet in place." 
in," meaning Johnson. 
Manchester says McHugh per- 
sisted, demanding to know why 
the ceremony couldn't be per- 
formed in the air. The author 
says that for his role In the 
events in the plane, "Gen. Mc- 
Hugh had forfeited his hope for 
another star. Indeed, even his 
days in uniform were numbered." 
McHugh retired from the Air 
Force within a few months after 
the assassination. 
Other incidents in the third 
installment include a story of 
Mrs. Kennedy, wearing her 
blood-drenched dress, walk- 
ing into what had been her bed- 
room on the Presidential plane 
and finding Johnson reeling on 
the bed, dictating to a secre- 
tary. Manchester says John- 
son and the secretary left hur- 
riedly. 
The book says Mrs. Johnson, 
described by Manchester as "or- 
dinarily the soul of tact," in- 
advertently said to Mrs. Ken- 
nedy that what hurt her most 
was the fact that Kennedy had 
been killed in Texas. Manchester 
quotes Mrs. Johnson as saying 
later, "immediately, I regretted 
it." 
Manchester adds: "This was 
no day for Texas chauvinism; 
Kennedy's death should be what 
wounded her most." 
Also covered in the third Look 
installment is a conversation 
Johnson had by telephone with 
Att. (Ien. Robert Kennedy. 
Johnson later told the Warren 
Commission Robert Kennedy had 
told him he should take the oath 
Immediately. He said Deputy 
Att. Gen. Nicholas Katzenback 
then came on the line and dic- 
tated  the form   it should  take. 
Manchester writes that when 
Mrs. Kennedy met her brother- 
in-law in Washington at the end 
of the flight, she quoted Johnson 
as having told her of Robert 
advising him to be sworn in be- 
fore leaving Dallas. 
Manchester writes; "The At- 
torney - General was startled. 
There must be some misunder- 
standing, he said; he had made 
no such suggestion." 
Manchester writes that he later 
invited Johnson to comment on 
what he calls "this misappre- 
hension." He says the President 
replied that he had nothing to 
add to his statement to the War- 
ren Commission. 
The third installment tells of an 
Incident between Mrs. Kennedy 
and Johnson, after Mrs. Ken- 
nedy -had said she understood 
his decision to take the oath 
before leaving Dallas. 
JOHN F. KENNEDY visited compos in September, 1959, as a 
senator from Massachusetts trying to gain support for the up- 
coming presidential nomination. 
Powell Faces Qualification Challenge 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A House 
Committee got almost nowhere 
with Adam Clayton Powell 
yesterday as It started its In- 
vestigation of the Harlem Demo- 
crat's qualifications for a seat 
In Congress. Powell refused to 
be sworn and said he would 
answer only questions as to his 
age, citizenship and residency. 
These qualifications for being a 
representative mentioned in the 
Constitution. 
Seven lawyers were on hand 
with Powell and advised him not 
to answer questions pertaining 
to other matters. Committee 
Chairman Emanuel Celler, a fel- 
low New York Democrat, took 
cognizance of the Constitutional 
requirements as the hearing 
opened. But Celler also pointed 
to a Constitutional clause say- 
ing "The House shall be the 
judge of the elections, returns 
and qualifications of Its own 
members." He said only the 
House itself can speak with finali- 
ty, but the committee's duty is 
to advise the House. 
The committee rejected mo- 
tions by Powell's attorneys chal- 
lenging  its  competence. Powell 
told the committee he is a New 
York state resident but does not 
remember when he last spent 
the night in New York. He re- 
fused, on advice of counsel, he 
said to answer further questions 
when the inquiry turned to his 
various legal troubles In New 
York state. 
Celler recessed the hearings, 
saying there was no point to con- 
tinuing. 
Frosh Urge 
(Continued from page 1) 
to be presented to women students 
living in residence halls for their 
approval next week, the By-Law 
now reads: 
"Each residence hall may 
through Its house board consider 
additional legislation If such leg- 
islation does not conflict with the 
AWS regulations and AWS con- 
sltutlon and the University 
rules." 
The proposal to change the 
latter will be presented to the 
women after the constitution, In 
its revised form, is accepted by 
the women. 
Ellen Barber, second vice- 
president, who presided at Tues- 
day's meeting, said that the pro- 
posal is very broad, and clarifies 
the role of AWS as related to 
the residence hall and its func- 
tions in setting regulations. 
If passed, matters concerning 
regulations. Such as dress rules, 
would be brought up at house- 
boards and would have to pass 
by a two-thirds majority. The 
rule would then be presented 
to the women living In the dorm- 
itory and would also have to be 
passed by a two-thirds vote. It 
would enable women within a 
residence complex to change 
rules to meet their cir- 
cumstances. 
Miss Barbara Keller assis- 
tant dean of women and adviser 
to AWS, felt that by this move 
freshmen representatives to AWS 
have shown that the class is a 
progressive class and is Inter- 
ested in its specific needs. 
Campus Movies 
Cancelled 
The U.A.O. Campus movies 
scheduled for this weekend have 
been cancelled due to a con- 
flict with the presentation of the 
School of Music's production of 
"La Boheme." 
Who is your ideal date?   Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed 
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question. 
You' ideal date - such a person exists, of course. 
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer 
processes 10.000 names an hour. How long would it take 
you   to meet and lorm an opinion if that many people? 
You will be matched with live ideally suited persons 
of the opposite sex. right in your own locale (or in any 
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send S3.00 to Central 
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be 
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and 
background as computer science makes possible 
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are 
completely localized. Hundreds of thousards of vigorous 
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their 
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and 
highly acceptable. 
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So 
hurry and send your S3.00 for your questionnaire. 
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc. 
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City. Oklahoma 
Why  not  give her 
' • • C*^   • • I 
skirt?  One that matches the other VILLAGER 
things you ought to give her too? 
Find the most at 
Clothes 
ftack 
HOWLING   GHIEN.OHIO 
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leers' Dick Waring A Soft-Spoken Leader 
By   TIM  CHURCHILL 
Assistant   Sports   Editor 
Quiet, soft-spoken, almost shy 
off the ice, but a hard-skating, 
vicious-checking, quick shooting 
man on the ice. Sound strange? 
Well, this Is Dick Waring, cap- 
tain of the Bowling Green hockey 
team. 
When you talk to Dick you 
get the idea that he is just an 
ordinary college senior, who is 
quietly finishing out his college 
career. But get him riled In a 
hockey game, and BG opponents 
quickly find he can body check 
fiercely, shoot with terrific ac- 
curacy, and skate around, 
through, or over you without 
batting an eye. 
Waring started playing hockey 
at the age of six. And as all 
good Canadians remark when 
asked why they started so young, 
he said, "It was just the natural 
thing to do. We start playing 
hockey like American kids be- 
gin playing baseball." 
Waring played hockey until he 
reached the 12th grade. He de- 
cided to concentrate on football 
and basketball at St. Patricks 
High School In Sarnia, Ont., let- 
tering four years in both sports. 
He earned all-city honors his 
last two., years as a quarterback 
for the Fighting Irish. 
Waring spent two years at 
the University of Detroit, and 
earned a football letter for the 
Titans   his sophomore year. He 
Plagued Track 
Squad Hoping 
For Good Year 
With the loss of shot putter 
and hammer thrower Tom Gib- 
son, sprinter Henry Williams, 
and the possible loss of hurdler 
and long jumper Mike Weger, 
track coach Mel Brodt is not 
looking at theforthcomingseason 
with enthusiasm. 
Gibson and Williams ran Into 
academic problems, while Weger 
may pass up the track season 
to sign a professional football 
contract. 
Seniors John Flatter, Bruce 
Baty and Jim Zaffke, along with 
Williams and Weger, were ex- 
pected to lead the thlnclads this 
season. Flatter Is a sprinter, 
and Baty pole vaulter, and Zaffke 
a shot put and discus man. 
Bob Parks, a junior letter- 
man, will be returning to compete 
in the distance events. With him 
In the middle to long distance 
races will be Bob Knoll, Dan 
Sekerak,   and   Paul Talklngton. 
In the field events, Rob Ben- 
nett, sophomore pole vaulter, 
leads the way, but Stan Allen 
should make his mark in the high 
jump event. 
Meets this season will range 
from weekly Federation meets 
at Ohio State, to the huge Knights 
of Columbus meet in Cleveland. 
These runninss will be held along 
with the regular MAC,NCAA, and 
CCC activities. 
Five new events will be In- 
cluded In meets this year, the 
javelin, the hammer throw, the 
six mile, the steeplechase, and 
the triple jump. 
Frosh thine lads, who will be 
doing most of the running in the 
federation meets, have shown 
promise according to Brodt. Led 
by DerrelGerrlng, Mickey A lien, 
Mike Strap, Bobby James, and 
Ed Wykowski, the freshmen of- 
fer the team of the future. 
Overall Coach Brodt says that 
with the questionable return of 
Weger and Williams the outlook 
for the season is good, and with 
the depth provided by the sopho- 
mores and juniors the outlook 
for future seasons   looks good. 
began his varsity career as the 
second-string quarterback, but 
he moved Into the starting slot 
against Detroit's seventh op- 
ponent. Virginia Military Insti- 
tute. Waring led the Titans to 
a 30-7 victory, and finished the 
season as the number-one signal 
caller. 
When the University of Detroit 
decided to drop football from its 
intercollegiate program due to 
financial problems. Waring 
transfered to Bowling Green. "It 
(BG) was close to home, I liked 
the campus when I saw it, and 
I liked the football coaching 
staff,"   he said  explaining why 
he chose BG. 
Although he had to sit out a 
year before he could play foot- 
ball for the Falcons, he was 
eligible for the hockey team. 
He played In six games that year, 
and scored three goals and three 
assists for six points. He saw 
action in eight games last sea- 
son for the Falcon leers, netting 
five goals and assisting on 13 
others for 18 points. 
Asked about this year's team, 
currently enjoying a 7-2 mark, 
Waring commented, "It's the best 
team we have ever had at Bowl- 
ing     Green.     We     lost   Steve 
DICK WARING, Falcon ice captain   inside new home. 
Juniors, Seniors, MHA's . . . 
Career Opportunities 
In All Phases 
Of Marketing 
• Advertising 
• Sales Management      • Merchandising 
• Sales Promotion • Market Research 
Join Virk Chemical Company'- 1'riiniam- '"r Career 
Development. Schedule a <am|>i<> interview with the 
company representatives now. 
Seniors, Graduating MHA's... Permanent employment. 
Guin extensive experience in all 5 phases of marketing. 
Juniors, 1st year MBA's... Summer employment. Gel 
.1 head start on your career before gradual ion. Gain 
valuable sales and marketing experience. 
Both programs provide car. good -alary and pay all ex- 
penses seven days a week. 
Contact  your Placement  Director  for full details. 
Interviews on Feb. 13-14. 
Vick Chemical Company 
Manufacturers of Vicks'VopoRubvCoupliSyrup.Cough D'Ops. 
Nasal Preparations, Cold Tablets. Lavons" and Ciearasilv 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
THE BROTHERS OF 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
SEZ 
60 GREEK 
(Shuckra) and Jimmy (Plaunt) 
from last year's team, but Rick 
Allen has more than made up 
for them. Rick's a very good 
all-around player, and. a great 
asset to the team." 
Waring also had much priase 
for his other line-mate, P. J. 
Nyltray. "P. J. had a slow start, 
but he seems to be coming along 
lately," Waring said. "Playing 
on the same line as P. J. and 
Rick is quite Interesting. We 
seem to know what each other 
is   going   to do  all the time." 
That line, incidentally, has ac- 
counted for 30 of the 51 BG goals 
and 29 of the 53 assists. 
Knee ligament problems side- 
lined the six-foot. 190- pound 
Waring for the last two games. 
Coach Bill Little feels the Fal- 
cons "would have won both," 
rather than splitting them, "had 
Dick been healthy and in the 
lineup." 
"I skated once over vacation," 
Waring said, "but I didn't try 
to skate hard on it. This is the 
type   of   injury that   just  takes 
time to   heal, but I think I will 
be able  to play this weekend." 
Following graduation In June, 
Waring is "not sure" Just what 
he wants to do. "I may want 
to go into teaching," he re- 
marked, "but I can't sayforsure 
right now." Something he has to 
take Into consideration is the 
"feelers" the Ottawa Rough- 
riders of the Canadian Football 
League have been sending out. 
"I don't want you to say any- 
thing about It, though," he said, 
"because I haven't signed yet, 
and   I'm   not   sure   If I  will." 
When asked about his biggest 
thrill In hockey. Waring replied, 
"I think it would have to be our 
3- 1 win over Toledo earlier this 
season. Fverybody was so high 
for that game, and we all wanted 
to win it badly." 
From Sarnia, to the Univer- 
sity of Detroit, to Bowling Green, 
Dick Waring has made a name 
for himself. Not only in foot- 
ball, as he did at U of D, but 
also in hockey, as he has here 












to be dull 
sharpen your wits 
with NoDoz 
NoDoz keep alert tablets or new 
chewable mints, safe as coffee, 
help bring you back to your 
mental best... help you become 
more alert to the people 






T.bl.ti or now (.h.w.bl. Minis 
That's how much you have coming back on the NoDoz you 
bou|ht for the mid-yoar exams Just mail us the front panel or 
label from any sue package of NoDoi* with this coupon. And 
we'll mail you a quarter (?M) in return. But hurry Offer ends 
Feb. 28. No relunds after March 7, 1967. Mail coupon lodayl 
Briitol- Myers/Grove Division, P.O. Box 4808. Clinton, Iowa 52732 
■Enclosed is (check one):!! Wrapper from NoDoz Mints, or D Front 
panel (rom package of 15 or 36 NoOoz Tablatt, or n Front label 
from bottle of 60 NoDoz Tablets. 




-State— -Zip Code - 
Ottmr void without this coupon. 
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BG Falls To  Skins 
By TOM MINI- 
Sports Fditor 
Warren Scholler turned and 
walked slowly down a dark and 
lonely hallway projecting from 
within the walls of the locker 
room. 
He returned moments later 
with his head down, but might 
just have well stayed in the de- 
serted  hall the rest of the night. 
He didn't have much to say 
after Howling Green's 75-68 loss 
last night, but he didn't have 
to say much. 
His Falcons, crippled by the 
loss of Walt Piatkowski who left 
with 22 points, and defensive 
ace Joe Henderson, fought 
bravely to the bitter end, which 
came after two overtime periods. 
Ironically, BO could have 
ended it all, as the burden of 
victory fell on the leansluiulders 
of seldom-used Id I'.ehm with 
00:00 showing on the scoreboard 
clock. 
I In- 5-8 senior forward toed 
the foul stripe after the referei 
(speaking of refs--they called 
cvi i y foul in the game but rough- 
ing the kicker and offsides) de- 
cided George Pannln had gotten 
a bit liberal with his hands. 
Rerun's shot hit the back of 
the rim, and bounded out. 
Into overtime it went, and when 
the five minute period ended at 
64-64, they tried another. 
I red    Foster,   who   wound   up 
with  25  points,   saw   to   it  that 
there'd   be no need for a third. 
Foster   was  the  big gun.   as 
both coaches  agreed,    "Ik hit 
on all the key shots--the big 
buckets," said Miami'a Tates 
Locke. 
But the first year Redskin 
leader had even higher words of 
praise for some of the boys 
and one particular man who was 
on the other side of locker room 
walls. 
"They really buckled down 
after        losing Piatkowski," 
claimed I.ocke. He called Walt's 
departure the game's "turning 
point." 
The main reason behind the 
Falcon's strong showing through 
the late second half and over- 
time stanzas was the play of 
;usrd AI Halrston, who finished 
the evening (and nearly Miami) 
with 1    markers. 
"Halrston is just tremendous" 
I.ocke praised. "He's one of 
the best, if not THE best guard's 
we've seen all year long." 
He then discussed another man 
whose work was probably as 
crucial, though not as easily 
noticed by most. 
That of Warren Scholler. 
"Warren did a magnificent 
job--the loss of Piatkowski and 
Henderson hurt them a lot moi 0 
than our losses (foul-outs by 
Frank | ukacs , I oin Slater and 
Jerry Fisher) but he did a really 
superb job with the men he had 
available. He's got nothing to 
be ashamed of," saiil the Miami 
coach emphatically. 
Actually, the Falcons may have 
played better basketball after the 
absence of Piatkowski as they 
trailed by 5 when Walt left, 43- 
38. 
They gained the lead and looked 
their   best   shortly   after   that. 
But hot shooting by Foster 
picked up where substitute guard 
Phil Snow left off in the first 
half to pull away. 
Snow chalked up 17 In the 
first half, and Foster bucketed 
18 after intermission to provide 
a   pretty  well  balanced  attack. 
For the records and statistics 
books the loss drops the Fal- 
cons to 9-9 for the year, while 
Miami goe to 10-7. 
lor the sympathetic fans 
among the 4,772 on hand, its 
just shades and memories of 
what might have been when the 
scoreboard clock read 00:00. 
MIAMI 
G F TP 
Foster 9 7 25 
Lukacs 2 0 4 
Slater 2 1 5 
Fisher 3 0 6 
Stillings 3 2 8 
Snow 8 4 20 
OTHERS 0 7 7 
TOTALS 27 21 75 
BOWLING GREEN 
G F TP 
Piatkowski 8 6 22 
Dixon 3 5 11 
Hairston 6 5 17 
Hendrix 3 1 7 
OTHERS 4 3 11 
TOTALS 24 20 68 
ALMOST, BUT NOT QUITE - With no time remaining in reg- 
ulation play, Ed Behm was fouled by a Redskin and one shot 
would have won the game. Unfortunately, his effort bounced off 
the back of the rim and out. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.) 
...Make That Twice 
UP FOR TWO? -• Richie Hendrix, the  Falcon's captain, flies 
through the air as if to shoot, but fakes instead, and passes 
off to a teammate. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.) 
Ky GREG VARLEY 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Running into tough opposition 
from the Miami I' freshmen, 
the Falcon I rash fell to the 
tune of l')0-<>3. 
Plagued by poor shooting and 
worse rebounding^the freshmen 
never had the lead in the first 
half with Miami getting both the 
tip off and the first points. 
Led by 6 ft. 7 in. Terry Mar- 
tin the Miami scoring attack 
got off to a fast start and never 
let their lead slip to lower than 
5 points. Martain was not only 
the scoring leader, with lb for 
the half, but had little trouble 
finding   rebounds  on  either end 
of the court. 
Mark Hennessey, p 1 a y i n g his 
best  basketbalL scored 10 points 
in  the half, followed closely by 
'/uber   with   8. Rebounds  were 
scarce   but   well  spread   among 
the starters. 
The second half started as a 
replay of the first with Miami 
scoring six fast points while 
HC; was able to gain none. From 
that point on the Miami was 
untouchable, they continued to 
build their lead to 30 points 
and to maintain it until the end 
of the game. 
Fouls played a major part in 
this contest although it started 
relatively free of charity tosses. 
I'.G as the game progressed had 
trouble with both the amount of 
fouls and their ability to score 
from the line. 
In speaking of the game coach 
Jim Lessig summed it up in two 
words "We Stunk." He went on 
to say that Miami had played 
their best game of the season 
and by far Howling (ireen play- 
ed their worst. Lessig attributed 
the loss to poor defense and a 
lack of hustle on the part of 
the team. 
In looking at the statistics 
I1G   hit   on   24 of  57  attempts 
from the field for a .421 per- 
centage and on 15 of 29 free 
throws for a .517 ave. In com- 
parison Miami hit .667 from 
the line and .526 from the field. 
Mark Hennessey was the high 
poini man for BG with 14 points 
followed by Cavenaugh and'/uber 
with 12 each. Terry Martain was 
high for the Redskins with 30 
points and 25 rebounds. 
So the freshmen head for the 
road and Fastern Michigan with 
a record of <> wins and 4 losses. 
HK 
DENNY CAVANAUGH gets by Miami's Terry Martin for 2. 
